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Schwinger Functions and their Generating Functionals, I

by Jürg Fröhlich1)
Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

(25. III. 74)

Abstract. (Euclidean) Markoff fields and in particular the fields of the P(q>)2 models in two-
dimensional space-time are studied. It is shown that the states on the Markoff fields, i.e. the generating
functionals for the Schwinger functions of the P(tp)2 models with different boundary conditions,
converge as the interaction region tends to R2. The generating functionals in the infinite volume
limit are in 1-1 correspondence with Euclidean invariant measures on Sr"; (here y Sr",c^(U.2)).
Existence of coincident Schwinger functions and continuity in the time arguments are proven.
The Wightman axioms are verified for the quantum fields in the infinite volume limit. Some results
on the general structure of Markoff field theory are presented.

1. Introduction

This is the first part of two papers on the Schwinger functions, the generating
functionals and the infinite volume limit interacting measures of the well-known
P(cp)2 models in the Euclidean formulation. The material of these papers is organized
as follows :

Part I
Section 2. Review of estimates for 95-perturbations of the P(ep)2 quantum field

Hamiltonian.

Section 3. Analysis of Markov field theory, the generating functional for the
Schwinger functions, applications to the P(cp)2 models with space cutoff.

Section 4. The infinite volume limit for the generating functionals of the 2?(<p)2

models, verification of the Wightman axioms, sharp-time Euclidean fields.

Part II (to be published)
Section 5. 5^-quasi-invariance of the interacting measure for the P(cp)2 models

in the infinite volume limit. Local Markov property and DLR equations. Canonical
structure of the P(cp)2 quantum field theory.

Section 6. Asymptotic perturbation expansion for Araki functionals and Euclidean
local number operators.

REMARK.

The results of Section 2 and a certain number of results proven in Sections 3 and 4

are basic for the analysis presented in Section 5 and Section 6.

') Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant GP40354X.
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1.1. Main results of Part I
We prove that the generating functionals for the Schwinger functions (Euclidean

Green's functions [1, 2, 3] etc.) exist in the infinite volume limit and are in a 1-1
correspondence with Euclidean invariant measures on 9" for the P(p)2 models in the
Euclidean formulation of quantum field theory. We prove the existence of coincident
Schwinger functions [4], continuity of sharp-time Schwinger functions, and we verify
a special form of the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [3, 5] yielding Wightman's axioms
[6, 7]. We show that the physical vacuum is an analytic vector for the (time 0-)
quantum fields cp(f),fe ^(R). All the essential results of this paper and Part II and
their proofs are formulated within the framework of Markov and Euclidean field
theory in the sense of Symanzik and Nelson [1, 2, 4, 5, 8-10].

Acknowledgments. I thank Prof. Lascoux for financial support of my participation
at a meeting on Euclidean field theory in Paris which was a source of inspiration for this
paper. This meeting was organized by F. Guerra and B. Simon. I also thank Prof.
B. Simon for numerous helpful conversations and very valuable criticism. Finally I
thank the Département de Physique Théorique de l'Université de Genève for the kind
hospitality at a time when most of this work was done.

REMARKS.

These two papers extend the results of an unpublished manuscript written in June
1973. I am grateful to B. Simon and O. Bratteli for pointing out some errors and
suggesting changes in the first and second version of these papers.

After the completion of this work I learned that Prof. G. Hegerfeldt has also
studied generating functionals for the Schwinger functions from an abstract point
of view (preprints, University of Göttingen, 1973). He describes Nelson-Symanzik
and Osterwalder-Schrader positivity in the language of generating functionals.

2. Review of Estimates for cp-Perturbations of the P(cp)2 Quantum Field
Hamiltonian

In this section we summarize some basic results on perturbations of the Hamiltonian

Ht with space cutoff I by functions of the (time 0-) quantum field cp. These results
were first proven by Glimm and Jaffe [11] and later with some modifications by Guerra,
Rosen and Simon [12-14]. They are one of the starting points for this paper.

Let us begin Section 2 by summarizing some fundamental field theoretic terminology,

such as Fock space, quantum field (boundary conditions) etc. We also collect
some results on the spatially cutoff P(cp)2 quantum field Hamiltonian H,. As general
references we recommend Glimm and Jaffe [15, 16] ; see also Ref. [4].

2.1. The Fock space for the free quantum field, spatially cutoff P(cp)2 Hamiltonians with
different boundary conditions

Let 3F he the symmetric Fock space over T2(R) [4, 10, 15, 16] associated with the
creation and annihilation operators a*(f), a(f), (fe L2(U)) and the vacuum Q0, which
has the property that a(f)Q0 0, for all / in L2(U). We define the free one-particle
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Hamiltonian plshy

/*!..:= J--^j + mo + s2il-Xi) (2-1)

where y,(%) is the characteristic function of the interval [—Ij2,lj2]. Note that pls is to
be understood as the square root of the operator

~^2+< + ^-Xl)
which is positive and self adjoint (s.a.) on L2(R). Thus pls is well defined. The positive
real number s is called mass parameter [A].

Remark: We say that an operator A is well defined (s.a., positive...) on a Hilbert
space Jf iff its domain of definition D(A) is dense in AC (A is s.a. on D(A) ; the quadratic
form determined by A is positive...).

The free Hamiltonian H° s on <F is defined to be the biquantization of pls, i.e.

H°Us := dr(n,J j dk dla*(k) puJk, I) a(l), (2.2)

where p,Jk,l) is the kernel of p,s in the momentum space representation. If s 0

Pi.s,o(k,l) ^k2 + m28(k-7). (2.3)

The operator H° s
is positive and s.a. on !F.

We define the (time 0-) Newton-Wigner field cp0:

w:=vb/cpo(x) := -7= dk eikx{a*(k) + a(-k)} (2.4)

and the (time 0-) quantum field by

9iJx) ¦= (P7.T *9o)(x)- (2-5)

The canonically conjugate momentum is given by

77,» :=i[H°„cp,Jx)]. (2.6)

Notations: If s 0 we write p for ptiS=0, H0 for H°0, 9 for <p,0 and rr for tt\i0-
(The objects plt0, H°0, ¦ ¦ are independent of /). We call these boundary conditions
free boundary conditions.

We now define Wick powers of the fields cpiiS.

[n/2]

£~2mm\(n-2m)\•>^^)"::-z2mir-i^'-^-2m^i/^2'w-

Note that \\p~1/2f\\2 is independent of s and /. Therefore this definition of Wick powers
of the field agrees with the usual definition of Wick powers only ifs 0.
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Let P be a real polynomial with even, positive leading coefficient. We define the
interaction Hamiltonian with space cutoff I by

V,,s=VtJP) := j dx:P(9lJ:(x). (2.7)

-112

The spatially cutoff P(cp)2 Hamiltonian is given by

Hl,s^HhJP):=H°s+V,,s. (2.8)

Theorem 2.1: Let 0 ^ s < oo and I < oo. Then the operator Vls is s.a. on SP', Hls is
essentially s.a. on D(Hf s) D D(VttS) and

#,,s >-0(1)-/>-oo (2.9)

uniformly in I and s ^ 0.

We set

EUJP) := ini spec HltJP)

and

Hhs:=HKs-EhJP). (2.10)

The operator Hls has a unique ground state Q,s e J5" corresponding to the eigenvalue 0
and

(Qo,Qi.s)*0. (2.11)

Proof: Precise formulations of this theorem and proofs follows from Refs. [4,
15-19].

Notations: If s 0 we write Vt for F/>0, Ê, for Hli0, EJP) ior E,i0(P).
We now consider the case where s œ (see Ref. [4]) : The free one-particle Hamiltonian

pt m
is defined to be the square root of —(d2jdx2)ltD + ml on the space LjD of

square integrable functions with support in [—2/2, lj2]. Here (d2jdx2)l< D is the Laplacian
on T2_ D with Dirichlet boundary conditions at x ±lj2.

We define 3r~lD to be the symmetric Fock space over Z.2
D.

Notations: We write #,% for #,°>00, VliD for F,iC0, HlD for 2T1>C0, etc. We call
Ht D the Hamiltonian with half Dirichlet boundary conditions [4].

Theorem 2.2: Ifi < oo, then the operator VltDis s.a. on ^(>D, HlDis essentially s.a.
on D(H° jj H D(VliD) and has a unique vacuum ß;>fl corresponding to the eigenvalue 0
and

(ßo,ß,,D)#0.

Furthermore

ElD inf spec H, D lim Et s sup EltS. (2.12)
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Proof: The theorem follows from Refs. [15,16] by essentially the same proofs that
work for Theorem 2.1. See Ref. [4] for a careful analysis of the Dirichlet boundary
conditions.

2.2. cp-Perturbations of the P(cp)2 Hamiltonians

All the results of Sub-section 2.2 (and most of the results in Section 3) concern the
spatially cutoff P(cp)2 theory with free boundary conditions, i.e. these results are formulated

in terms of cp, tt, H,, These results extend to the case of Dirichlet boundary
conditions (see Sub-section 3.5).

Let P he the polynomial defined in Sub-section 2.1 (2.7), and let Q be some real
polynomial with deg Q < deg P. Vet A be a real function with \\h\\x ^ 1 and supp h cz

[-1/2,1/2]. We set

8H(h) := j :Q(cp) : (x) h(x) dx, (2.13)

and

8E(l,h) := inf spec(#, + 8H(h)). (2.14)

Estimate I : Under these assumptions on P, Q, and h

± 8H(h) ^Hi + 8E(l, + h)

and

\8E(l,h)\ ^a\\h\\x +V diam (supp A), (2-15)

where a depends only on P and Q but not on h, and bt depends only on P and \bt\ 0(1/1)
(as l-+oc>).

Corollary : On the physical Hilbert space we have under the same assumptions andfor
arbitrary e > 0

±8H(h)<eHlm.+ c(e)\\h\\x (2.16)

where c(e) only depends on P, Q, and e but not on h.

Proof: See Ref. [11]. The form in which we have stated (2.15) and (2.16) is proven
in Ref. [13]. See also Simon [14].

Estimate II: Let supp h cz [-1/2,1/2]. Then

±cp(h)^K\\h\\x(Ht+I) (2.17)

where the constant K depends only on P but neither on I nor on h. If K\h\x < 1 we get

±cp(h)<Ht + K\\h\\1. (2.18)

Proof: Inequality (2.17) was first proven in Ref. [11]; another proof is given in
Simon [14]. Inequality (2.18) is a trivial consequence of (2.17) and the positivity of Ht.

Q.E.D.
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As an illustration of the methods developed in Refs. [12,13,20] we prove the following:

Estimate III :

± Xcp(h) ^Ht + K2X2 \\h\\l + AVdiam(suppÂ). (2.19)

Proof: We use Nelson's symmetry [9, 20] for the proof of (2.19). Let supp h £
[—a,a]. We set

772

HT(t) :=HT+Xh(t) j dxcp(x),

UJh, a, —a) := s — lim FJ exp
"-»co m_0

2a ' I 2ma

N T[ N

and the existence of the limit follows from the results of Sub-section 3.2.
Nelson's symmetry yields :

(Qo, exp[-T(Ht + X9(h))] Q0) exp

xexp

a\Hn Q0, UJh,a,—a)

a\Hi Tio

< (Qo, exp[-(/ - 2d) HT] &o)|| UT(h, a, -a)

(Q0, cxp[-THt_2tt] Q0)\\ UJh, a, -a)\\.

Now

\UT(h,a,—a)\ < exp - j dt\inispec HT(t)\

and

(772eH0 + Xh(f) I dx cp(x)

-r/2

+ (l-e) inf spec H0 +^ VT(P) |,

for all 0 < e < 1. Clearly

r/2 Kn
eH0 + Xh(t) f dxcp(x)^ -X2\h(t)\2T

J 2,e

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)
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for some K2 < oo. From the linear lower bound (2.9) (Guerra [20]), and from Refs. [12]
and [13] we know that

Ho + zr^-VT>(-xJP)+ 0(e)) T + 0(1), for0<e<i (2.23)
1 — €

where

EJP)
«JP)=lim lj-L,

(Guerra [20]).
Choosing now e £ we easily complete the proof of Estimate III by standard

arguments [11-13].
Q.E.D.

But choosing e e(t) 1/(2 + t2) in the above proof and using (2.20) to (2.23)
and

Ei(P)
^0,7

we get

Estimate IV :

± Xcp(h) ^Ht + K>X2\\(2 + x2y>2h\\22 + K5 (2.24)

where KA is independent of P, l,X and h, and Ks depends only on P.
The techniques used for the proofs of Estimates III and IV, namely twice Nelson's

symmetry, convergence of —[EJP)]jl to etx(P), as 2-s-oo, concavity of £|(P), etc. are
typical for the GRS proof of Estimate I such as presented in Refs. [12] and [13].

Remark: Let P(x) 2m.o amx2m + px, an > 0 he a real polynomial. Let H,,JP)
be the Hamiltonian with mass parameter s,0 < s ^ oo, associated with the polynomial P.
Then Estimate I with Q(x) x or x2 and Estimates II-IV hold for the quantum field

cpi >s, and the Hamiltonian Hls(P) with constants that are independent of s; this is a

consequence of correlation inequalities (Sub-section 3.5.)
Estimates I-IV also hold for the Hamiltonians H,<D with half Dirichlet boundary

conditions, uniformly in 2 [11, 14].

3. Analysis of the Generating Functionals for the Schwinger Functions with
Space-Time Cutoff

3.1. Introduction

Throughout Section 3 we work with free boundary conditions, i.e. the mass

parameter s 0. The results of this section extend to arbitrary mass parameter and
Dirichlet boundary conditions by a monotonicity argument ('Griffiths inequalities'
[4, 21]). This is explained in Sub-section 3.5.
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Let A AT, := [-1/2,1/2] x [-T/2, r/2] be a space-time region and let hx... hm

he test functions in 7AJU2) with time-ordered supports. We define the w-point Schwinger
functions with space-time cutoff A

®i(*i..".*J
1 C m¦'j-InZAJ <-i

dtt QQ, exp ti\Hi

x exp[-(*! - t2)Hi] ¦ ¦. 9(hm( ¦, tm)) exp

9(Ki-,tj.)

+ tm\H, Qo

(3.1)

where

ZA:=(Qo,exp(-TH,)Q0);

see Refs. [4, 22-24].
In this section we want to show that for all / < oo and T ^ oo there exists a generating

functional JAj(-) defined on 7AJU2) such that

<Bj1'(hi,...,hm)=i" dX,... dXm
J l m \ I

iji 2 XjhAl
W /U,

(3.2)

We show that the functionJAr(Xh) is the boundary value of an entire analytic function
JAr(t'k), as lm£^0, for arbitrary I < oo, T < oo.

We derive uniform bounds on \JJAV1) | and we show that the family {JAA&) l^ ^
I < oo} is equicontinuous in the test function h in some norm onyr(R2), which does not
depend on £. Our results imply that the functionals J A<*>(h) are the Fourier transforms
of measures v^joony =5^'(R2) which are closely related to the path space measures
determined by the s.a. semigroups e~'H' (extensively used by Nelson [25], Glimm and
Jaffe [11, 26] and Rosen [18]). The results of Section 3 are basic for the proofs of our
main results in Section 4, where we construct the limit measures vA_Ki and discuss its
properties, e.g. Euclidean invariance.

3.2. Markoff and Euclidean fields, the Euclidean Fock space

We summarize here some Markoff field terminology in the sense of Refs. [1,2,4,9]
for Bose field theories in a two-dimensional space-time. We motivate the use of this
terminology in the study of the P(cp)2 models, and we mention the connections between
Bose quantum field theory models, conservative Markoff processes on compact spaces
and Markoff field theory.

We start with a probabilistic definition of fields and Markoff fields [2, 4, 9, 27].
Let / be a non-linear functional on the space St" yr(R2) with the properties:

/ is normalized, i.e. /(0) 1.

/ is continuous on y in the topology of y(R2).
J is oi positive type, i.e. given arbitrary complex numbers cx, cn and test functions

fx, .,/„ then

i)

ui)

2 oiCjJ(fj-ft)>0.
t.j-l

iv) /(/)=/(-/)•
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A theorem of Minlos [28] (generalization of a well-known theorem of Bochner), tells us
that J is the Fourier transform of a unique measure v defined on the o--ring generated
by the Borel cylinder subsets of St", i.e.

M / ei"<f»dv(q). (3.3)

sr

We define the Hilbert space

jfv:=L2(Sr",dv) (3.4)

and the unitary groups

{elsw\seU},
[eis^f»](q) :=eis«cf», qinSf. (3.5)

Because of 3.2, ii) these groups are strongly continuous on A?y and hence have an
infinitesimal generator 0(f), [0(f)] (q) q(f), which is called the field associated with v, J.

Let s, t be real numbers and s <t. The subspace ACJs,t) of ACy is defined to be the
closure of the linear hull of all vectors of the form {e'*(/)///e Sf,suppf £ Ux x [s,t]}
where / is the function identically 1 on ST" and is also denoted by Q. The orthogonal
projection onto ACJs,t) is denoted by EJs.t). If 'sharp-time fields' 0(g (g) 8j) exist
(as limits of the fields 0(f) with / in Sf) we define the subspaces Afjt) generated by
{exp[ip(g ® 8t)]/g e SfJM)} and the corresponding s.a. projections EJt).

If the functional J is space-time translation invariant we define 'space-time
translations' by

T<x,t>I I, Tix,tyexp[ip(f)]Ti.x,_,y exp[ip(f<x,tJ] (3.6)

for all (x,ty in R2, where/<JC> ,Jy,s) :=f(y - x,s -1). The group {T<x> t>\<x,ty e R2} is a
continuous unitary group on APy ;

Tt '¦= T<.o,t>.

Definition 3.1: The field 0 is called a Markoff (Bose) field if 0 is a field and the
Markoffproperty

EJt) EJ-co,t) EJt, co) EJt, oo)£,(-oo,t) (3.7)

holds for all t in R.
Let F he a measurable, v-integrable function ony. We define the expectation value

of F with respect to v

<F>V:= f F(q)dv(q) (Q,FQ). (3.8)
sf-

Definition 3.2: The field 0 is called a Euclidean Bose field if the functional/ is
Euclidean invariant and all the moments of the measure v, i.e. the Schwinger functions,
K<rH/i)•••<£(/».)>v}£U exist, are tempered, and have a unique analytic continuation in
the time variable to the Wightman distributions [6, 7] smeared with the test functions
/i> • • -,fn- (See Sub-section 3.3.)
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The connection between this definition of Schwinger functions and definition
(3.1) is explained in Sub-section 3.3. See also Refs. [4, 22, 23].

One of our goals is to construct a Euclidean invariant functional / with the
properties 3.2, i)-iv) whose Schwinger functions are the Schwinger functions of the P(cp)2
model and obey the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [3, 5, 29].

We now explain the connection between quantum field theory, Markoff field theory,
and Markoff processes and the relevance of the latter in the study of the P(cp)2 models
[27, 30, 31]. We assume that we are given quantum fields on a Hilbert space 3hfw, a
Hamiltonian H on APW with a groundstate Q and a maximal abelian von Neumann
algebra Ji(0) generated by {eW'lfe tfJU)}, where cp(f) is the (time 0-) quantum field.
We assume that Q is cyclic for Jï(0). It is shown in Ref. [16] (and references given there)
that we can pass to the Schrödinger representation of Ac°w and Jt(0) ; Let X he the spectrum

of Jt(0) (which can be replaced by Sf'JW) with some topology that makes it a
compact Hausdorff space). Then

Jt(0) C(X) (algebra of continuous functions on X) ;

ACW L2(X,dp) for some regular Borel probability measure p on X;
Q I.

One can show

Theorem 3.1: The following are equivalent

(I) The s.a. semigroup {e-,H\t > 0} preserves positivity of functions in L2(X,dp) and
Q I is invariant under {e~tH\t > 0}.

(II) There exists a Markoff field 0 on a Hilbert space ACv such that for all W and 6 in
AfJO)

(V, Tt d) (f, T_,6) (reflection principle [2])

with the following identifications: (a) 3rfw AfJO), (b) Q=I, (c) cp(f) p(f ® 80),

forallfinSfJU), (d) e~^Hd EJO) Tft,for alldinjrfw. Letf be in Sf and supp/ £
Uxx[0,oo).Then(e)

The functional/ is also called the characteristic functional (of the Markoff process on X
determined by {e~tH\t > 0}; see Ref. [27]).

The part (II) => (I) of this theorem is due to Nelson [2].
The part (I) => (II) is due to Simon [30]. (See also Ref. [27].)

Remarks: The part (I) => (II) follows from the fact that {e~,H\t ^ 0} determines a
so-called self adjoint, conservative Markoff process [27, 31]. This Markoff process
determines a measure p on the path space Q+ (e.g. Sf'JU x R+)) [31, 32]. Since e-'"/ /,
for all 0 0, or equivalently the Markoff process is conservative, there is an extension
Q(e.g. Sf) of the path space Q+, and the path space measure p uniquely determines a
measure v on Q. The Fourier transform of v is the functional /. Equation (3.7) is the
Markoff property of the Markoff process determined by {e~'H\t ^ 0}. Identifications (d)
and (e) represent the Feynman-Kac (-Nelson) formula [4, 9].
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The free, Euclidean Markofffield [10]

Conditions (I) of Theorem 3.1 hold for AP w SF ,H Hlt where Ht is defined in
(2.8), (2.10) and I e [0, oo), and for the groundstate Q, oiH, ; see Refs. [15,16]. Therefore
there exists a corresponding Markoff process and a Markoff field theory [27, 30].

For / 0, H H0 we have

/o(/) exp[-K/,/>] (3-9)

where

</.«?>:= jd2td2vf(Ç)S02(Ç-r,)g(r,)

and S°(£ — ti) is the kernel of the operator (—A + w0)_1 (which is the free two-point
Schwinger function).

The Fourier transform of /0 is the Gaussian measure v0 on Sf' with covariance
(operator)

(-A+m2)-1. (3.10)

The Hilbert space AfVo
AC associated with /0, v0 is called the Euclidean Fock space.

The subspaces dP(s,t), AC(t) and the projections E(s,t), E(t) are defined in the same way
as 3HfJs,t), jejt), EJs.t), EJt), respectively.

Identifications :

AC(0) <F, P(f®8n)=cp(f)

E(0)Tt6 e-"'HoO, tor all d in f. (3.11)

The function 7" in L2(Sf',dv0) AT is denoted by Q0 (and is not distinguished from the
vacuum in êF).

3.3. General properties of the characteristic functional or the generating functional for the

Schwinger functions

In this sub-section we study some general properties of the generating functional
for the Schwinger functions or the characteristic functional, defined in 3.2, i)-iv);
Theorem 3.1, Identification (e). Since we are mainly interested in the application of the
results of this sub-section to the study of the P(cp)2 models we do not try to prove the
most general results (but see Ref. [27]). The assumptions for this sub-section are as

follows :

i) The semigroup {e~tH/t ^ 0} with the invariant state Q obeys conditions (I) of
Theorem 3.1.

ii) Let cp(f) he the (time 0-) quantum field on the Hilbert space Afw L2(X,dp).
We assume that there is a norm 111 • 111 which is continuous on Sf (R) such that

a) |9>(/)K|||/|||(# + 7). (3.12;

b) The vector Q is in the domain of 93(f) if 111/|11 < 00 and

IM/)£?Lr„< 0(1)|||/|||. (3.13;
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Note that in the case of the P(<p)2 models these assumptions can be verified for H H,,
ACw !F and some norm 111 • 111 determined for example by Estimate IV which is
independent of /. For the P(<p)2 models we can show more:

l9(/)|2^l||/IIW+/)2. (3-12')

uniformly in / < oo, which yields 3.3, ii), (a) and (b). (See Refs. [11, 12] and sub-section
3.4.)

I. Continuity properties offunctionals obeying 3.2, i)-iv)

VetJ(-) be a functional obeying 3.2, i)-iv), i.e.

/(/)= j Ji(f»dv(q), feSA,
y

for some probability measures v on Sf. Clearly,

!/(/+/') -7(/)|2 < / dv(q) q(f')2. (3.14)
sr

We now want to study the class of functionals such that

/(£/):= j e<«<'>dv(q)
sr-

is holomorphic in £ in a certain domain in C (containing R) for all/in a certain class of
test functions and we then derive bounds on the right-hand side of (3.14). Since

\J(W\^J(iW, whereA:= + Im£, (3.15)

it is obvious that the domain of analyticity of J((f) is a strip around the real axis.
Let || -||s be some norm which is continuous on Sf(U2). We define the test function

spaces :

¦f := completion of Sf(U2) with respect to the norm || -||s

^V := {/// e-r,f is real valued}. (3.16)

Lemma 3.2: Assume that

sup \J(tf)\<lKa<œ. (3.17)
lim £|«or
ll/ll» l

/ m \ p m

(nm) j dAq)uq(fi)

Then the absolute value of

<n

is bounded by

0(irm\fl\\f,l- (3.18)
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In particular

<9(f)2\^\\m
x2

and for

2|Im£|(||/||s + ||/'«sK«

277

(3.18')

\JM+f)) -J(V) l< jdsJ(2iX(f+sf')) <9if')2yA^\\f'\\l (3.19)

Proof: Let h :=//||/|s. Then J (t,h) is holomorphic inside and on the circle

r={ii\t,\=et/2} and |/(£A)|c.rl < i*.
Hence

<*(/)">»=i/nr<^wm>v H)ii/«r ^ nm™
exists for all m < oo. Using Cauchy's integral formula we get

dm

di?

Hence

d2

/(Ml
m\ r

-0 2r7i) dz
J(zh)

dr-
2/(£*)|c-o

/v.

This proves (3.18').
For the proof of (3.18) we replace/(ÇA) by J(2?-i dhj) and use the same analyticity

arguments.
Using Duhamel's formula, we get

!/(£(/+/'))-/(£/) I2 j ds j dv(q) exp[i((q(f) + sq(f'))] q(f')
o sr

l
\dsJ(27X(j+sf')y<2 <9if')A

jdsJ(2iX(J+sf'))
1KI

<9if')2>Az-T\\f

(by applying the Schwartz inequality first to jy-,dv(q) and then to J0is

Q.E.D.
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Remark: Vet 0 denote the field associated with/ and let :0m:(-) denote the »tth
Wick power of 0 (where Wick products are defined in Segal's probabilistic way [4]).
Let

Ç(Ç-h):= f L^m:(AJ
tn-0

and

G(O.Ç-h) := f dv(q)exp[iQ(%-h)(q)].
sr

Then Lemma 3.2 can easily be generalized to apply to the functional G(Ç,Ç-h),
provided this functional exists and has suitable analyticity properties in £1( £„.
We will eventually use such generalizations (Part II).

II. Analyticity properties of the characteristic functional associated with {e-'H\t > 0}

We assume here that 3.3, i) and ii) hold. We first prove a result on the Schwinger
functions associated with the Hamiltonian H. We define the following test function
spaces over R :

"W := {//Ill/Ill <°°} and Wr :={/// e-W,f is real-valued} (3.20)

(more precisely, TV is the completion of ^(R) in the norm 111 • 111).

Lemma 3.3: i) Letfx, .,fmbe in IP. Then on the set

{tu- ¦ -,tm\- ™<tx<t2<. .<tm <oo}

the expectation value (e.v.)

(Q, v(fx) exp[-(t2 - tj H] 9(f2) cp(fm_x) exp[-(tm - tm_x) H] 9(fm) Q)

exists and is C°° in tx, tm. It is called 'm point Schwinger function'.

ii) Let f and g be in "W. Then the e.v. (Q,cp(j) e~TH9(g) Q) exists and is bounded on
{t ^ 0}. It is C° in t on {t > 0} and continuous at t 0. The e.v. (Q, cp(f) e~zHcp(f) Q)
is a convex function of t on {t > 0}.

Proof: Let R=(H + J)"1. From 3.3(h) we know that

||2?"2<p(/)i^2K Ill/Ill, M/)ßNo(i)|||/|||.
Hence

\\e-"HHmep(f)H»e-<2H\\ < |||/||| \\(H +1)1'2Hme-^«\\ ¦ \\(H + I)ll2Hne-*2l>\\.

But

(H + iy<2Hme-lH\\ < sup Va+1 Xme-'2 < 0(1)"
m\

These bounds prove the existence of the e.v.'s defined in (i) and imply that they are Ca

on{tx,...,tm\t.<t2<...<tm).
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Remark: The e.v.'s defined in (i) are of course holomorphic in tx,...tm on {tx,...,tm/
Retx<Ret2< ...<Retm}.

Proofof (ii) : Since by 3.3(h) (b) Q is in the domain of definition of cp(f), ior arbitrary
fear, <p(f)Q is in jCw. The continuity of (Q,cp(f)e-THcp(g)Q) on {t > 0} follows now
from the strong continuity of e~™ on 2tCw on {t ^ 0}. Finally, for j =1,2 and t > 0

dJ
— (Q,<p(f)e-T«cp(f)Q) (-1)J (Q,cp(f)HJ'2e-»HJ'2cp(f)Q).

Thus

(Q, ep(f) e ™ cp(f) Q) is convex on {t > 0}.

Definitions: Let/be a function on R2. We set

l/ll.:=/l!l/(-.0|||* + sup|||/(-

Let

tfj) := ini{tß x such that (x, ty e supp/}

1(f) := sup{*/3 x such that (x, ty e supp/}.

Let ir~ denote the completion of ^(R2) in the norm |

r0 := {f/fe r, -oo < t(f) < t(f) < oo}

Q.E.D.

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

and let -fr, 'for denote the real parts of "P~, tT0, respectively. Using Theorem 3.1(11),
Identifications (c) and (d) we.conclude that

(Q,P(h®8t) P(h' <g> 8,,)Q) (Q,<f>(h <g> 80) Tt,_,P(V ® S0)Q)

(Q,ep(h)e-\',-'\H(P(h')Q). (3.24)

Thus

\(Q,P(f)P(g)Q)\ \jdtdt'(Q,cP(f(-,t))e-\''-'\»eP(g(.,t'))Q)

<jdtdt'\\9(ß~t))Q\\-\\cp(g(-,t'))Q\\

<jdtdt'\\\f(-,t)\\\-\\\g(-,t')\\\<\\f\\s-\\g\\s, (3.25)

i.e. the two-point Schwinger function is continuous in each argument in the norm

Lemma 3.4: Suppose thatfis in -f0r and supp/ £ [-T/2, T/2]. Then

lim IQ, YI I exp
T

~NH exp <!'('•• S-*ir Û =/(/)

exists, and the characteristic functional J(f) has a unique extension from y0r to T^"r.
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Proof: Let

JNif) :=|ß,n|exP
n-0

T
-NH exp N 9ifi-,---)) Q\.

From Theorem 3.1(11) we know that

N-l
JN(f) Q, exp

where

•2^-« :>((n/N)-l/2)rJ ß

/?(*):-/|*.|^-i|r
Thus, by Duhamel's formula,

\Jn(f)-J„(f)\2< [O,
N-l

JrJ 2 WZ ® S((n/JV)-i/2)r)

n=0

Af-1

— — _2j_ ^(/m ® S((m/Af)_i/2)r) ß

We now use (3.24) and get

!/*(/) -A (/) I2 « 2 \n)\q' ^exp n — n

N
TH 9(fn-)Q

n-0
m-0 M-l

T\ T
-2 2 bll-ll^^/^exp2V/IM

X9(/2f)ß + J m) ß.«P(/^)exp

n m

N~M

m —m'

M

TH

TH

xrtffia (3.26)

Since/is in if and iTis the completion of ^(R2) inthenorm|| -||s, |||/(-,tf)||| is continuous
in t. We now use Lemma 3.3(a) (continuity of two-point Schwinger function) and
conclude that the first and the last term on the right-hand side of (3.26) are Riemann sums
which tend to

J" dt dt'(Q, <p(f(¦, t)) exp[-\t - f \H] cp(f(¦, t')) Q) (Q, P(f)2Q),

as 2V -> oo, M -> oo.
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The second term on the right-hand side of (3.26) is a Riemann sum which tends to

-2 j dt dt'(Q, cp(f( ¦, t)) exp[-\t - t'\H] cp(f( ¦, t')) Q).

Hence

I/*(/)-/m(/)|2^0, as 2V^œ, M^oo.

Therefore the limit

lim/„(/)=/(/)
N-.00

exists.
Obviously

!/*(/+/')-/*(/)K 2 [n] (Q'<Pif'-N)ex^
N-l I rr-\2 i n — n

9(f:?)Q
N

TH

(3.27)

The right-hand side of (3.27) tends to (Q, p(f')2Q) as 2V-> oo. Hence

\Jif+f) -/(/)N iQ,9if')2Q) <ll/'ll2

by (3.25). Thus/(-) has a unique extension to "V.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.5: Let Jiv be the von Neumann algebra generated by operators of the form

jexp| 2 9(fi®8,)\\fteiirr, i=l,...,M,M< oo).

Then

i) Jtv is maximal abelian on Af\ and the vector Q (the function I in L2(Sf,dv)) is
cyclic and separating for Jt^-

ii) If {FJiç, is a bounded net in Jl^ then F{ -> F, strongly, iff
\\(Ft-F)Q\AQ.
Proof: Because of Lemma 3.4 „#v contains the von Neumann algebra Ji generated

by {ei<K/)|/e Sf). The vector Q is cyclic for Ai and therefore Jt is maximal abelian
(see Ref. [15]). Since J(y is abelian, we have J7V J/. Therefore Q is cyclic for ^#v
and, since Jtv is maximal abelian, Q is separating for Jts.. Let 3) := {GQ/G e JiJ ;

3> is dense in ACv. Let d e Ql, i.e., 6 GQ, for some G e J7y. Then

\\(Ft - F) e\\ \\(Ft - F) GQ\\ \\G(F, - F)Q\\ ^ \\G\\ -\\(F, - F)Q\\

which tends to 0 as î'-s- oo. Thus {Fi}leI converges on Ql and, since it is bounded, on AC„.

Q.E.D.

Let/be a test function in IP,, and let £ be a complex number.
On the domain D(H112) x D(H112) we define the sesquilinear form

Hu:=H + it,ep(S). (3.28)
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If
m Ill/Ill <1 (3-29)

then by 3.3, ii) (a) Hrf is sectorial.

Re#c/>- |lm«Tl HI/HI >1

\lmHrf\<0(l)[ReH,I+\lmi\ |||/|||]. (3.30)

(Hence for £ purely imaginary Hrf determines a unique s.a. operator, also denoted by
Hrf, which is bounded below by — |Im£| • 111/| 11.)

Lemma 3.6: If inequality (3.29) holds then Hrf+ |£| 'Ill/Ill *s the generator of a
contraction semigroup denoted by

{expH(//{/ + |£||||/|||)]|^0}
and

exp[-tHrf] 6 Ev(0) exp[-i(P(f ® Yro,t:i)] T, 6 (3.31)

for all 6 in ACW, t ~£ 0; where y[0i t] is the characteristic function of [0, t].

Proof:
1°. By assumption (3.3, i)) cp(g) is s.a. on Jffw for all g in SCJU) and cp(g) represents

a real-valued function in L2(X,dp), since ||<p(g)ß|| < oo, by 3.3, ii) (b). Since iP~r is the
completion of SfJU) in ||| -|||, there is a sequence {g„}£L0 c tfrW converging to /in
111 • 111. Therefore cp(gj Q^-ep(f) Q, strongly, as n -> oo. Thus cp(f) represents a real-valued
function in L2(X,dp) and hence is s.a.

2°. Let

1N,x>N
FN(x) :=lx,-N ^x^N

1-2V, x ^ -N.
Then FN(cp(f)) is well-defined (via spectral decomposition of 9(f)) and is in J7(0)
(=C(X) T°°(Z)), for all 2V < œ. By the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula (see Refs.
[4, 9, 22, 23]).

t

expH[ff + iÇFN(9(f))]} 9 ^v(O) exp[~ir, J <Ö' F„M/ ® S,.))] T, 6,

0

for any 6 in jfV ; and for all 2V < 00exp{—t[H + i(FN(cp(f))]} is an operator valued holo-
morphic function of £, for |Im£| < 1/f | j/| 11 with the bound

||expH[# + i(FN(cp(f))]}\\ ç exp(t\lm £\ \\\f\\|) (3.32)

(which is uniform in 2V).

We now show that exp{—t[H + i(FN(cp(f))]} converges strongly to the right-hand
side of (3.31), as 2V->oo. Because of (3.32) it suffices to prove convergence on a dense
set and, for example, all real £. By Corollary 3.5 this follows from the convergence of

exp

1

-it f dt'FN(P(f ® 8,,)) Q to exp[-itp(f <g) y to.o)] ß-
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But for real £

exp[-*'£<£(/ ® xio.tj] ßexp -i(jdt'FN(P(f®8,.))

<£2 ß, / dt'{FN(P(f®8,.)-p(f®8,-)}
o

t t

Q

£2 J dt' j dt"(Q, (FN(9(f)) - cp(f)) exp(-\t' - t"\H) (FN(cp(f)) - cp(f)) Q)

<at)2\\iFN(9if))-9if))Q\\2

which tends to 0, as 2V->oo, since cp(f) is in L2(X,dp).

Corollary 3.7: Let Hif(t) := H + i(cp(f(-,t)) and let |Im£| ||/||s < 1 where

ll/l|s=j!ll/(-.0lll^ + sup|||/(-,0|||.

Then for all 6 in JCW

t-s

Q.E.D.

U((f,t,s)0 s-lim TJ exP
N->oo „_0 2V ¦c/

n I n
Hrf — t + I 1 IS

2V N

exists, is holomorphic in (for |Im£| < l/||/||s and bounded by

||<7(£/,U)||<exp(|Im£|||/«s).

Finally

U((f,t,s)e EJ0)T_sexp

Proof: Vet

-it, J dt' jdx0(x, t')f(x,f) T,e.

(3.33)

(3.34)

UN((f,t,s)=n exp
n=0

t-S
N

¦Hcr N tv[l--\s
From Lemma 3.6 and its proof we know that for all 2V < oo UN((f,t,s) is holomorphic
in £for |Im£| < l/[sup|||/(-,<)|||] hence for |Im£| < l/||/||s and bounded:

t

1 UN((f, t, s)\\ < exp "2 N £| 111/( •, tj») " ' {t~ S)

N
where

rN.:=-t + \l--\s.N N
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The right-hand side of this inequality tends to

exp[|Im£||^|||/(-J')|||]<exp{|Im£|-||/||s}

Jürg Fröhlich H. P. A.

(3.35)

asAZ-^-oo, since/,(•) :=/(• ,t) is continuous in t in the norm ||| -|||.
By Vitali's theorem it suffices to show that UN((f,t,s) converges to the right-hand

side of (3.34) for real £. By Lemma 3.6

UN((f,t,s)d EJ0)T_s exp
N-i ¦¦•

il 2 J dt' jdxP(x,t')f(x,rS) T_,e.

Hence, by Corollary 3.5 and the bound (3.35), UN((f,t,s)6 converges to the right-hand
side of (3.34), as 2V-»-oo, iff

exp

tends to

exp

N-l "+1

i( 2 j dt' J dxP(x,t')f(x,TN)
n=Q w

ß

it, j dt' j dx P(x, t')f(x, t') Q

as 2V-> oo. Since/,( •) is continuous in t in the norm 111 • 111 this follows almost in the same

way as Lemma 3.4, (3.26). But this and (3.35) complete the proof of the corollary.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.8: Let J((f) := (Q,exp[i(p(f)]Q) (see Lemma 3.4 for real £). Then

a) /(£/) is holomorphic in on the domain {z\\lmz\ < l/||/||s} and |/(£/)| < i?^(|Im£|
x II/« J-

b) J((f) *'* continuous in fin the norm || -\\s,for ||/||s < l/|Im£|.
c) Let fx, ¦¦¦, fm be test functions in yQr with strictly time-ordered supports, i.e.

HA) < 'HA) <t(f2) < ¦ ¦ -<t(fm) < t(fj.
Then

dm

(A f (S^)
Xl= ¦¦¦=*m 0,dXx...dXn

r m

| n dtJQ, cp(fj-,tj) exp[-(t2 - tj H] cp(fj¦,tj)... <p(fm_J-,tm_J)
J i=i

x exp(-(tm - tm_J H] cp(fm(¦, O) Q). (3.36)

(Compare (3.36) with (3.1) and (3.2).)
d) Let I ¦ ||0 be some norm which is continuous on SC(U2). Suppose that \J((f) \ ^ K„ < œ

î/|Im£| ||/||0 ^ xfor some positive ct. Then the absolute value of the so-called coincident
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m-point Schwinger function [4]

Mi /J := \dv(q)q(fi)...q(fms,

3,

dXx... d\
is bounded by

H)'"^-:^T-/(f A«/) (3.37)

0(l)-.m/n||/l||0.

In particular, this holds for || -||0 | -||s.

e) The distributions <3m(xx,tx,...,xm,tm) are tempered and positive in the sense of
Osterwalder and Schrader [3].

Proof: (a) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.7, inequalities (3.14)
and (3.25). The bound follows from (3.33). (b) follows from Lemma 3.2.

Proof of (c): Because of (a) it is clear that

exists and is equal to

dv(q)Uq(ft)^(Vl9(f.)) ¦ (3-38)
¦> 1=1 \(=1 /v

By construction of the path space measure v [27,30, 32], it is clear that (3.38) is identical
with the right-hand side of (3.36). See also Refs. [4, 14, 22-24].

(d) follows directly from Lemma 3.2 (3.18), and yields obviously the temperedness
of the distributions é>m(xx,tx,...,xm,tm) (by the nuclear theorem). The Osterwalder-
Schrader positivity follow directly from the existence and positivity of the Hamiltonian
and the positive definiteness of the metric on ACW, whence (e).

Remark: Obviously the right-hand side of (3.36) is the time-smeared m-point
Schwinger function as defined in Lemma 3.3. Theorem 3.8 justifies that we call J generating

functional for the Schwinger functions and the moments of the measure v the
Schwinger functions.

3.4. Applications of the results ofSub-sections 3.2 and 3.3 to the P(cp)2 quantumfield models

Let Hi he the P(cp)2 quantum field Hamiltonian with space cutoff I and ground-
state ß, such as defined in 2.2 (2.10), (2.11) with mass parameter s 0.

We have mentioned in Sub-section 3.2 that conditions (I) of Theorem 3.1 hold for
ACw &, H Ht, Q Qt and 0 < / < oo. We now verify Hypotheses 3.3, ii) (a) and
(b) of Sub-section 3.3. All estimates that we use in this sub-section are uniform in 2

and henceforth will eventually hold in the limit 1= ec.
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Let

\\\f\\\o-/Jjdx(2 + x2)\f(x)\2>\\f\\2,

then

± \ep(f) < H, + X2KJ | l/l 112 + K5,

uniformly in / (with constants K+ and A's independent of À,/, and l) which follows from
Estimate IV, Sub-section 2.2. Hence

^iik)«'¦?*• + #5

and therefore

±9if)^\\\f\\\i(Hl + I), (3.40)

for some norm ||| -Uli with ||/||2 < |||/|||o ^ lll/llli < 0(1)|||/|||0 and uniformly inl.
Since the interaction VJP) (defined in (2.7)) is a function of the field we have

Lemma 3.9:

rr(f):=i[H0,cp(f)]=i[Hi,<p(f)]

and

0^e±i«"Hte+t*<f» Ht + ir(f) + ||/||2,

hence

±rr(f)ç\\f\\JHt+I)ç\ ll/llli(»i + -

see Ref. [17].
From Lemma 1.1 of Ref [11] we get

9(f)2 ^ n i/i m+i)2,
uniformly in /, where

l/la< Ill/Ill. < Ill/Ill < 0(1)111/111!.

Thus

M)Oi\,<\\\f\M(Hi + I)Q,\\,=

(3.41)

(3.42)

We have now proven

Theorem 3.10: For ACW &', H Hh Q ß, and all I, 0 < / < oo the assumptions

3.3, i) and ii), (3.12) and (3.13) hold. Thus all the results of Sub-section 3.3 apply
to the P(cp)2 quantum field theory models with the following identifications:

<Zm(xx,tx,. -» &m(xx,tx,. (Qi,9(xl)exp(-\t2-t1\Hj)9(x2) .9(xm)Q)
(3.43)
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U((f,t,s)->

UJ(f,t,s)=s — lim n exp
t-s
N iP + itcpifl-.^t + ll-^s

J((f) -+J,((f) hm (Qi, UJ(f,t,s)Qx)
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(3.44)

(3.45)

and v -> v, probability measure on Sf with Fourier transform J\. (3.46)

Definition: Let v he a probability measure on Sf. A v-multiplicative functional
J [9, 33] is the Fourier transform of a probability measure v on Sf which is absolutely
continuous with respect to v. By the Radon-Nikodyin theorem there is a non-negative
function F in L1(Sf',dv) such that

dv(q)=F(q)dv(q).

(The function V F(q) is a vector in L2(Sf ,dv) ACV.)

Let i>0 be the Gaussian measure on Sf with covariance operator (—A + «J)"1
defined in Sub-section 3.2 (3.10). We want to discuss a class of v0-multiplicative
functionals. In particular we want to show that

JJlf) lim JAj ((f), .< 00 (3.47)

for a sequence {JAT)r<rn of v0-multiplicative functionals. We prove (3.47) by means of
the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula.

Let {H(t) =H0+ W(t)} be a family of s.a. operators on the Fock space & which
are bounded below. Here H0 is the free Hamiltonian and W(t) is a s.a. function of the
(time 0-) fields, (i.e. W(t) is affiliated with Ji(0) C(X) in the notation of Sub-section
3.2). Let/be in ^(R2) and £ 6 C. We want to solve the differential equation

dt
U((f t,s)=- (H(t) + i(9(f(-, t))) U((f, t, s),

v/ithU((f,s,s) l.
Since the semigroup {e-'H°\t > 0} determines a Markoff process on X and W(t) +

i(cp(f(-,t)) is affiliated with C(X), this equation can be solved by use of the Feynman-
Kac formula, i.e. by means of a path space integration (under suitable assumptions on
W(t)). We now specify the class of interactions W(t) of interest: Let

Q(x, t\$) := 2 «¦(*. t) f; am(x, t) (3.48)
m=-0

continuous and

a) sup[§\am(x,t)\*dx]< co, for et= 1, 2 and all m 1, 2n,
teffi

b) Q(x,t\<f) ^ K > — oo, for all x, t and £, where K is independent of x, t and £.
We set

WQ(t) := 2 \am(x,t):cp(x)"-.dx. (3.49)
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Properties of the s.a. operator WQ(t) have been discussed in Refs. [15, 16, 26] and
references given there. It is shown in Refs. [4, 17, 18] etc. that HQ(t) := H0 + WQ(t) is

essentially s.a. on D(H0) D D(WQ(t)) and bounded from below for all teU. Let

•,0||| :=0(l)/Jjdx(2 + x2)\f(x,t)\

:-sup|||/(-.0||| + Ja|||/MIII < OO. (3.50)

Then |<p(/(',0)|2 ^ eHQ(t)2 + c(e,f) for all t and for arbitrary e>0 and some c(e,f)
which is finite if, for example, j|/||s < oo. (The inequality follows from results in Refs.
[17] and [18] and (2.22).)

Hence the following definition makes sense :

U$(Zf,t,s) := IJexp
n-0 N

'¦(HQ(TN„)+i(cp(fC,TNn)))

where

n I n\
rNn=-t+ 1 s." N \ N)

Obviously \\U%((f,t,s)\\ < K(Q,f,t,s), uniformly in 2V, for some K(Q,f,t,s) < oo (-oo <
S < t < oo).

Theorem 3.11: Under conditions (3.48a, b), and for |/||s < œ

UQ((f,t,s)=s-limU$((f,t,s)
N-»oo

exists, is a bounded operator and

UQ((f,t,s)6 E(0)T_sexp - 2 \dt' \dxam(x,t'):Pm:(x,t')

+ i( j dt' j dxf(x, t') P(x, t') Tte (3.51)

for arbitrary 9 in SP.

Remarks: Formula (3.51) is called the generalized Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula.
The path space integration is hidden in the (probabilistic) definition of the free Euclidean
Markoff field 0 (see Refs. [14, 27 and 30] for an elaboration of this point). The proof of
Theorem 3.11 is implicit in Refs. [4, 14, 22, 23], and therefore not given here. Note that
Theorem 3.11 is a generalization of Lemma 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 for H H0, Q Q0
(and it can be proven in quite a similar way). The operator exp[— 2m1o Ps dt' j dx...]
(£ 0), on the right-hand side of (3.51) is the Euclidean analogue of the Bogoliubov
S-matrix [34] and is Euclidean covariant ('Nelson's symmetry').

Application of Theorem 3.11: Let A he a Borel set in R2 and let xa be the characteristic

function of A. We define

A] := [-1/2,1/2] x [-T/2, T/2]. (3.52)
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Let P be the polynomial determining the interaction Hamiltonians VJP) (Sub-section
2.1 (2.7)). We set

PA(x,t\t)*XA(x,f)P(&. (3-53)

Suppose now that A is a bounded region. We set

HPJt) :=H0 + j dx Xa(x, t) : Pi» : (*). (3.54)

We now define the 'partition function'

ZA :=(Qo,UPA(0,+<x>,-œ)Qo)

(Qo,e-vAQo)>0 (3.55)

where

VA := jdxdt:P(P):(x,t)
A

and the functional

Ja((P) := zzr- hm (Q0, UPJ(f,t,s)Q0)
/, ji r->+co

s->—00

— (Qo,eii'Hne-v*Q0). (3.56)
A-A

Obviously J A is the Fourier transform of the measure

dvA(q) ^-e-vAdv0(q) (3-57)
*¦ A

and is a v0-multiplicative functional.
The following estimates are immediate consequences of the results of Sections

2 and 3

^r^T£,(P)|(ßo,ß.)|2>0

(see Theorem 2.1). We set

¦,t)\\\ Jjdx(2 + x2)\f(x,t)\2. (3.58)

From Estimate IV, Sub-section 2.2, we infer

± AI/II.9Lff\'j)iy \<HA A2||/||2K, + Ks,

hence by linearity of cp and since 111/(•,i) \ \ |/|/||s < 1

±X9(fi,t))^Hl + [x2\\f\\sKi+^\\\f(-,t)\\\. (3.59)
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Using Theorem 3.11 and equation (3.56) we now get

|(ß0,exp[i(P(f)]exp[-VAr]Q0)| < exp[-T£,(P) + (|Im £|2||/||2 K> + KJ].

Therefore

]jAtm * |^ÄJFexp(|Ima2|!/ll^4 + jf:5)- {3M)

By Lemma 3.2 Jat is continuous in the norm || -||s, uniformly in T, ior each fixed I < co.

It is easy to show by means of the FKN formula (3.51) that for test functions hx,
hm with time-ordered supports and ||A,||S < oo for all i 1, m

dT I "> \ I t
(-i)mTn vT^l (2A,*,) ®$(hx,...,hm (3.61)

where (s„' (• ¦ ¦) is the space-time cutoff m-point Schwinger function defined in (3.1).
Since the eigenvalue 0 of the Hamiltonian Ht is simple and isolated (see Refs.

[16, 17]) and since (ß0,ß,) # 0 we have

Ql Hm AAJ YJZ„:"\ um J1/2 (3.62)
exp[-(T/2)fft]ß0 exp[-(T/2) Ht] Q0

~ ||exp[-(T/2) H,] ß0|| " ™
ZA'f

If/is a test function with ||/||s < oo, supp/ £ Rx x [-t/2,t/2]. Then

trf) - (exp[~ (r - *l2) H'] Q°' Up^f- V2> -(l2) exPKr - tß) Hi] Qp)
Ja'{U) (exp[-(T-tl2)Ht]Qo,exp(-tH,)exp[-(T-t/2)H,]Q0)

Thus by (3.60) and (3.62)

hm/^(£/) =/ß„ UPJ(f^,--^Q,\=JJ(f).

By Estimate IV or (3.59)

\JJ(f)\ < exp(|Im £|2|/||2ü:4 + KJ (3.63)

uniformly in /.
Because of the bounds (3.60) and (3.63) and Lemma 3.2

fi((f) hmJAT((f) for all/with 11/11, < oo. (3.64)

For later use we want to improve estimate (3.60).

Assumption:

inf (spec HJ{0}) >m>0, (3.65)

uniformly in /, i.e. there exists a uniform mass gap [24]. Thus

(exp[-i(T - t) H,] Q0, exp[-±(T - r) H,] Q0) < |(ß„ ß0) |2 + exp[-(T - t) m]

^e""(\(Q„Qo)\2 + e-Tm).
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It is shown in Ref. [12] that |(ß,,ß0)| ^e~oa)''. Therefore for T ^ et -l, for some positive
x depending on m

(cxp[-i(T-r)H,]Q0, exp[-i(T-T)H.]Qo)<2e^\(Qt,Qo)\2.
Hence

(exp[-i(T - t) Ht] Q0, exp[-i(r - r) H, Q0)

> | (Qh Q0) |2 > i exp(-rm)(exp[~i(T - r) H,] Q0, exp[~i(T - r) H,] Q0) (3.66)

provided T > xl.
Vet Y he the completion of ^(R2) in the norm || -||s (see (3.23)), and let

rz := {/1/6 r, supp/ sAl). (3.67)

Then

m, < exp(|Im£|2||/||^4 + X5)||exp[-|(T-^)2/,]ß0||2
ljAïim * RßlW

^ 2 exp(rm) exp(|Im £|2||/||2iv4 + KJ. (3.68)

We summarize our results in

Theorem 3.12: For each in C the family {JJ(f)}f=0 is bounded in absolute value
by exp(|Im£|2||/||2K4 + KJ and (by Lemma 3.2) continuous in the norm \\ ¦ \\s, uniformly
in I < oo.

For f in "Tt the family {Jat((Î)\T ^ x-l,l < oo} is bounded in absolute value by
2exp(Tw)exp(|iim£|2||/||2.K4 + KJ and (by Lemma 3.2) continuous in the norm | -||s on

¦f r, uniformly in T ^ xl and I ^ oo.

3.5. Schwinger functions with half-Dirichlet boundary conditions

In this sub-section we review the results of Sub-sections 3.3 and 3.4 for arbitrary
mass parameter s ^ 0.

Let VtiJP) he the interaction and H,tJP) the Hamiltonian with mass parameter
s ^ 0 corresponding to the polynomial P (see Sub-section 2.1). It is obvious that for
0 < s < œ and for arbitrary, fixed I < oo, all the results of Sub-sections 3.3 and 3.4
hold (by the same proofs that work for s 0). In particular the coincident Schwinger
functions Q>'^s(xx,tx,...,xm,tm) exist and have the properties stated in Theorems 3.8
and 3.9 (with estimates that possibly depend on / and s).

We now consider a particular class of interactions. We choose the polynomial P
to have the form

P(() 2 ocmi2m + pè (3.69)
m-0

and we take p ^ 0. (Of course a„ > 0.)

Remark: The restriction to positive p is no loss of generality, since there is a
symmetry between the cases p > 0 and p < 0; see Ref. [4].
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Theorem 3.13 (essentially due to Refs. [4, 21]): Let P be as in (3.69). Then

0< <SJ;»(*i.*i.....*.,U< ^U°(xi,h,...,xm,tm) (3.70)

for all l, s > 0.

The sequence {^lms(xl,t1,.. .,xm,tm)}f=0 is decreasing as s increases and

lim ©«.«(xx,tx,...,xm,tm)= <5>H>>(xx,t,,...,xm,tm)>0 (3.71)
S-»oo

exists and is called the m-point Schwingerfunction with half-Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Proof: The theorem is a consequence of the GRS (Griffiths) inequalities for the
P(cp)2 models, where P is as in (3.69). The proof of (3.70) and (3.71) is given in Refs.
[4, 29]. Because of (3.70) and Theorems 3.9 and 3.12 the distributions <5\-D(xx,tx,...,
xm,tm) are tempered with an order that does not depend on I.

Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.14: (a)

A (it)m
Ji.D((f)=J-±T^DU,---,fd <3-72)

*—i ml
m-0

exists is entire analytic in £, for eachfe "V, and

\Ji.oi(f)\ <Ji,D(Hm(f) ^/(lDH|Im£||/|) ^ JJ-i\lm (\\f\) (3.73)

where \f\ denotes the absolute value off.
(b) Estimates I-IV of Sub-section 2.2 hold (with constants that are independent of

s and I).
(c) All the results ofSub-sections 3.3 and 3.4 hold (with estimates that are uniform in I).

Proof: Using (3.70) and (3.71) we get

7-&iDif---f) «y^s^a/i i/i)
*—/ ml <s—i mlml
m=0

ml
m=0

^-&m(\f\,..;\f\).
ml

m=0

By Theorems 3.9 and 3.11

ml
SJL(|/|,...,|/|)=/,H£||/|) (3-74)

which is finite for all |£| < œ and all/e ¦f. This proves (3.72). The first inequality in
(3.73) is obvious (see (3.15)), the second follows from (3.71) (positivity of the distributions

<ZliD(- ••)!), and the third follows from (3.72) and (3.70). This proves (3.73).

Proof of (b): It is easy tc show that for each fixed / < oo and all s e [0, œ] Hts +
XcptAf) has a ground state QtyJXf) with

(ß,.s(A/),ß,,s)#0. (3.75)
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Let

8EtjXf) := inf spec(#,,s + X9lJf)).
The eigenvalue

8Et,JXf) (3-76)

is simple and isolated. (For a proof of (3.75) and (3.76) see Refs. [4, 15, 16].) Hence

exp[-TI2(Hl,s + X9tM)-8EgXf))]Qt,s
||exp[-T/2(...)]ß,,s||

Now let Ar :=/ ® Xi-t/2,t/2i- Then by (3.75)-(3.77)

8E,,JXf) - hm i log (ß,,s, exp[-r(ÄIfI + A<p,,s(/))] ß,,s)
T-»oo J

-lim-Iog/i>'AA7.)

>-Um ilog/,H|A||Ar|) S£,(|A||/|). (3.78)

But (3.78) yields Fstimates II-IV for arbitrary s ^ œ, by some standard arguments
[11]. The same arguments apply to cp-perturbations of the type :cp2:(h), since here the
Wick-ordering just means subtraction of a (infinite) constant from cp2(h). (The general
form of Estimate I follows from methods of Glimm and Jaffe [11]). Finally (c) follows
from (a) and (b) and Theorem 3.1(1) for H H, s, Q Q,s.

Q.E.D.

Remarks on the P(9)2 Schwinger functions with half-Dirichlet boundary conditions
[4] on a compact, regular set /lcR2

We summarize briefly some results on the P(cp)2 Schwinger functions with half-
Dirichlet boundary conditions on a compact, regular set A in R2 which are studied in
more detail in Refs. [4, 14, 29]. We call a set A <= R2 regular if it has continuous,
piecewise smooth boundaries and A is the same as the closure Aint of its interior Aint_.

Vet P be a polynomial satisfying condition (3.69). Let A A he the Laplacian on the

space L2(A) with Dirichlet boundary conditions at dA and let S£otD(Ç,w) be the kernel
of the s.a. operator (—AA + ml)~i. We define the generating functional for the free
Dirichlet 'Euclidean' field:

J°A.o(f) ¦¦=exp[-WxA.S*0.D*(fxJ)L>u>l (3-79)

where/is in Sf and xa is the characteristic function of the set A.
It follows from Section 3.2 that the functional /5,D is the Fourier transform of a

Gaussian measure vjony with mean 0 and covariance Smo>D. We set

VA=VA(P) := jd2i:P(0):(c;), (3.80)
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where the Wick ordering : : is the one determined by the free, Gaussian measure v0

(Sections 2.1, 3.2, Ref. [4]). It is shown in Refs. [4, 14] that the function e~v* on Sf
is positive, v ^-measurable and v ^-integrable. Hence we can define the measure

1

Zdvê-P-=TZpe~yAlP)dvè> (3-81)
D

where Z£,p := jyidvße Va(P). It is shown in Refs. [4, 14] that the moments

©*»(*!. h,..., xm, tm) := f dv£'* (q) fi q(xi, tj
J,

of the measure v£,F exist and are tempered distributions. As a consequence of Theorem
3.13' and Corollary 3.14' stated below this is true even for A /If.

It is obvious that the moments (or Schwinger functions)

{<Bnf-D(xi,tx,...,xm,tm)rm=0

are 'time'-translation invariant. (See Ref. [4].) We define

lA := sup{|*|| 3t such that <*, t} e A}.

Theorem 3.13': (Proven in Refs. [4,14, 21].) Let A' cz A £ R2 be regular sets. Then

0^ <5A'-D(xl,t,,...,xm,tm)ç <5i'D(xi,tx xm,tm)

^<5\J-D(xuti *«.0< &LA-°ixi-ti *-.0-
From this theorem, our results in Section 3.4 and results proven in Ref. [29] we now get

Corollary 3.14': Let A be some regular set in R2 with IA < oo. Then (a)

(i()"
fÀ.D((f) ¦¦= J *£¦'(?)«'*<'>= 2 ~rs-B(/i /}

ml
sr- m-0

exists, is entire analytic in (,for eachf in "V and

\fPA.D((f)\ ^Jp.o(i\lm(\f) </MiDH|Im£||/|) *JlAH\lm£||/|)

All results of Sub-section 3.4 remain true (with bounds that are uniform in A).
(b) The Schwinger function {®m!'c}m=o are positive in the sense of Osterwalder and

Schrader [3, 5, 29].

Remark: Part (a) is obvious. Part (b) is proven in Ref. [29].

From Theorem 3.13', Corollary 3.14', and the estimates of Sub-sections 3.4 and
2.2 we derive the following useful bounds:

Proposition 3.15: (a) Let h, hx, h2 be real functions on R1 such that the norms
|||A1||| and |||A2||| are finite, where \\\-\\\ is given by (3.58). Let xr be the characteristic

function of the interval [-T, T]. Then

0 ^JpA,D(±ih ® XT) ^exp[2T(KJ\\h\\\2 + KJ]
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and

I ©f'0(*i <8> 8tl,h2 ® 8,J\ < &J-0(\hx\ ® 8tl,\h2\ ® 8,J < 0(1)111^111-11^111,

uniformly in A (and tx,t2).
(b) Let B be a compact, regular set in R2. We set K(B) := max||^B( • ,t)\\, and assume

t
that |Im£| -K-K(B) < 1, where K is the constant occurring in Estimate II, Sub-section
2.2. Then

\JPa,d((xb)\ ^JiA(-i\lm(\xB)<exp(K\lm(\\\xB\\i).

Proof: The estimates of Part (a) follow directly from Theorem 3.13', Corollary
3.14', Lemma 3.9 and (3.42). The estimate of Part (b) follows from Theorem 3.13',
Corollary 3.14', Theorem 3.10, and from Estimate II of Sub-section 2.2.

Q.E.D.

Remarks: The results summarized in Theorem 3.13', Corollary 3.14', and Proposition

3.15 tell us that all the results proven in Section A for the Schwinger functions
{SmD}m-o an(l the generating functional/, D remain true under the substitution:

m ^ œm' Jl.D1-* J Af.D-

Those results are basic for our verification of the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms (Axioms
(E0')-(E3) of Ref. [5]) presented in Sub-section 4.3. They have applications in Ref. [29].

4. The Infinite Volume (Thermodynamic) Limit
4.1. The infinite volume limit for the generating functionals

In this sub-section we show that for all /in "V and all £ in C

/(£/):= lim/,(£/) (4.1)
l-»oo

exists is continuous in the norm || • ||, and Euclidean invariant, under the condition that

(CI) the polynomial
2(1

P^)=A2>mf (4.2)

determining the interaction VJPJ and the Hamiltonian H,(PJ is positive and the
quotient Xjm\ is sufficiently small, such that the Glimm-Jaffe-Spencer cluster expansion
[24] converges.

We also show that for/in "V x, where t < oo, and all £ in C

/(£/)= lim JAtr((f)= lim/,(£/)
f-»CO /-»00
7*-»co

rani
exists.

We then show that for all/in -f and £ e C

zTo((f) ¦= lim /,,„(£/) (4.3)
(-»00
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exists, is continuous in the norm || -||s and Euclidean invariant under the following
condition :

(C2) The polynomial P is of the form

P(è)= 2 cimem + pi ip>0) (4.4)
m 0

(such that Nelson's convergence theorem [21] for the Schwinger functions applies).
The proof of (4.1) and (4.3) is based on

TheoremA.l: Letmbe an arbitrary integer andfx,. ..,fm befunctions in Co (R2). Then:

(I) (Glimm-Jaffe-Spencer [24]) Under the condition (CI)

Hm Si?(A /J-lim &m(fx,...,fm)
T-,00 '^°°
!-»cx>

T»atl
=: Sm(A /J

exists and is Euclidean invariant.
(II) (GRS [4, 1P\) Under the condition (C2)

lim&-D(fx,...,fm)=: S£(A...../J
/ -»00

exists and is Euclidean invariant.

&n\DAAi xm,tm)1<ZSJx1,t1,...,xm,tm) (4.5)

in the sense of convergence in SC'(R2m).

Proof: (I) is proven in the ingenious paper of Glimm, Jaffe and Spencer [24];
(II) is proven for the non-coincident Schwinger functions in Ref. [14]. But because of
Theorem 3.13 (3.70) and Theorems 3.12, 3.8, (II) holds for the coincident functions as
well. The monotonicity (4.5) is the consequence of a beautiful application of the GRS
inequalities, Refs. [4, 21]. Another version of (II) is proven in Ref. [29].

Theorem 4.2 (first main result): Let (Cl), ((C2)) be true.

(7) For all f in "V and all £ in C

/(D)(£/):=lim/,t(D)(£/)
I -» 00

exists, is an entire analytic function in of order ^2, for each f in if, is continuous in
the norm || -\s,for each in C and is Euclidean invariant.

l/(D,(^/)N0(l)exp(|Im£|2||/||2-/<4). (4.6)

The functional JiDJ-) is the Fourier transform of a unique measure v(D) on Sr" (which is
Euclidean invariant), and J(DJ-) is the generating functional for the Glimm-Jaffe-
Spencer-(Nelson)-Schwinger functions obtained in Theorem 4.1.
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(II) The distributions {&£>(x1,tx,. ¦¦,xm,tm)}'^_0 are continuous in each argument
in the norm || -||s and they are positive in the sense of Osterwalder and Schrader [3, 5].

I©r (fi. ¦ ¦ -./J| < 0(irVm~\ ll/J,. • -i|/m||s. (4.7)

(/27) For all fin -f r, t < oo, and all (inC
/(£/)= lim JAj((f) lim /,(£/)

T-,00

rzxi
exists.

Proof: Because of Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.14

Ym

A<d,(£/)= 2 —,<SmiD> (f,...,f),
j—i ml

(4.8)

where the series on the right-hand side of (4.8) converges absolutely for all / in "ff,
£ in C and uniformly in I, i.e. for fixed £ and/and all e > 0 there is a n0(e) independent
of / such that

oo

I Ai.<Du--.f)
m\

< e

for all n ^ n0(e) and all / < oo.

Applying now Theorem 4.1 we conclude that
oo Ym

/,.(D)(£/)-> 2 -f2^ (/•••-/) =AlDj(f)
¦<—' ml

(4.9)

as 2 -> œ, for fixed/in Cq (R2). But, since for each £ in C the families {/,.fD)(£/)},<œ,
{&Jm (£/,...,£/)}, <M are equicontinuous inf in the norm ||-||s, (4.9) holds for all/in T^
Euclidean invariance oiJlADJ(f) follows directly from (4.9) and the Euclidean invariance

of the Schwinger functions in the limit / oo. The bound (4.6) and the continuity
OI/(D)(£/) in || -||s follow from Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.14. Since JtADl((f) obeys
the properties 3.2, i)-iv) of Sub-section 3.2, for all 2 < oo, we now conclude that/(D)(/)
obeys the same properties and hence it is the Fourier transform of a unique measure on
Sf. This completes the proof of (I).

Proof of (II): From Theorems 3.8 and 4.1 we conclude that
m

|s(mD)(/i /ji< oar «.'nil/ill.-
t=i

Since the order of the entire analytic function J(DJ(f) of £ at oo is <2, it is easy to
conclude that

|Si,D) t/i. ••••/«)I / ID)(!") ^0(l)-VnA.nUi\\
1=1Hi.-.d(m

The rest is obvious.

Proof of (III): This follows directly from Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 4.1(1).

Q.E.D.
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Corollary 4.3: Under condition (Cl) or (C2) the functional J\njf) determines a Euclidean

field 0 (Definition 3.2, Sub-section 3.2) on a Hilbert space A7\ L2(Sf ,dviDy).
The vacuum Q(D} 7 function identically 1 on SC') is an analytic vector for the fields
^(/)>/e "V ¦ Ph-e coincident Schwinger functions exist.

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, Estimate IV
(Subsections 2.2 and 3.5). It is easy to verify that because of Theorem 4.1(1), (II), Estimate
IV holds in the infinite volume limit, too. For this, and a Euclidean transcription of
Estimate IV, see Ref. [29].

Q.E.D.

We now want to prove the existence of (time 0-) quantumfields in the infinite volume
limit as operators on ACw.cdv

4.2. (Time 0-) quantum fields in the infinite volume limit

We prove the following general result :

Theorem 4.4: Suppose that

a) J is afunctional on Sf obeying properties 3.2, i)-iv) and that the Schwinger functions
{(2m}m=o associated with J are positive in the sense of Osterwalder and Schrader
[3, 5] and are tempered distributions.
Suppose moreover that

b) the two-point function ®2(/ ® 8,,f ® 80) is bounded in some neighborhood of
t OforallfinSf(W).
Then the (time 0-) fields 9(f) := 0(f ® 80) exist and are self adjoint on AC^, for all

finSCJU).

Proof:

Step 1°. It follows from hypothesis (a) that the function ®2(/ ® 8,,f ® 80) exists
and is C°° in t on {t\\t\ > 0} for/in Sf(U). Thus hypothesis (b) is meaningful. It is easy to
see that

©a(/ ® 8„f ® S0) S2(/<g)S|(|,/<g)So)

under hypothesis (a).
It is shown in Refs. [3, 5, 29] that <BJf® 8„f ® 80) is decreasing in t and convex

on {t\t > 0}. It follows now from hypothesis (b) that S2(/ <8> 8„f ® 80) is bounded and
continuous in t, even at t 0. (For details see Ref. [29].)

Step 2°. Let x„(t) := Vnjrr e'"'2, n=l,2.... Obviously

W,".i^c(R) and y„^S0, (4.10)

as n ->- oo, weakly on C(R). Let/be in SCJUJ. Then {exp[is0(f ® Xn)])n=i is a sequence
of unitary groups on ACv. We show that

s - lim exp [is0(f ® XJ] : exp[is0(f ® S0)] (4.11)
n -»co

exists for all s in M and thus {exp[is0(f (x) 80)]} is a unitary group on 3^v.
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By construction, the vector i" is cyclic and separating for the algebra generated by
{y*(/>|/e #>} on j?v. Thus (4.11) is proven if we can show that

|| (exp[is0(f ® xJ] - exp[is0(f ® Xm)]) I\\ -> 0, (4.12)

asm, n ^ co, for all s in U.

Step 3°. Proof of (4.12) : By Duhamel's formula (3.14)

\\(exp[lS0(f ® Xn) - exp[is0(j ® yj]) /||2 « S2 f dt dt'(XJt) - XJt))(Xn(t') -Xn.it'))

xS,(/®8M,,/®â0). (4.13)

By step 1° S2(/ ® 8t_t,,f ® 80) is jointly continuous in t e R t' e R. Hence by (4.10)
the right-hand side of (4.13) tends to 0, as«,«^ oo.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.5: Under conditions (CI), (C2), respectively the (time 0-) quantum fields
defined by

9(f) :=9(/®§o), fm£Cr(U), (4.14)

exist (in the infinite volume limit) and are s.a. on At\ The functional J\DJf ® S0) is
continuous in f in the norm | 11 -111 (defined in (3.58)), for real valued f. Therefore

/ci» (/® 80) (4.15)

is the Fourier transform of a measure p(m on SfJU).

Proof: By Theorem 3.13

Sn/ ® S„/ ® S0) ^ <32'D(|/| ® S„ l/l ® S0)

< ©id/l ® S„ l/l ® S0)

(Qt,9(1/1)«-""" 9(1/1) A)

< HI/HI2, by (3.42) (4.16)

From Theorem 4.1, (4.16), Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.3, ii) it follows that under the
conditions (CI)

©2(/ ® S„/ ® S0) -> <ZJf ® 8„f ® «„X 11 l/l 112,

as / -> œ, and <ZJf ® 8t,f ® 80) is bounded, continuous, and convex on {t > 0}. From
Theorem 4.1, (4.16), Corollary 3.14 and Lemma 3.3(h) it follows that under the conditions

(C2)

S2'D(/® 8„f® S«) -> <5?(/® 8„f® 80)(< HI/HI2),

as l^-oo, and <32(/ ® S„/ ® 80) is bounded and continuous on {t^O}. Hence Theorem
4.4 applies and proves the first part of the corollary.

UloAif+f) ®Xn)-JlD)(f®Xn)\2< Ç>2D)if'®Xn,f'®Xn)^ WWW (4-17)

by (4.16), for all n ^ oo.
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Hence J(DJf ® ^o) is normalized, of positive type and continuous on SCJU).
We apply the theorem of Minlos to conclude that it is the Fourier transform of a unique
measure p(D) on SCJU).

Q.E.D.
Remark: piD) can be obtained from v(D) by restriction. We now show that

f(D) (A(/® S0)) is the boundary value of a function which is analytic in a strip around the

real axis, for each/ with |||/|||lit0 := ll/IL + ll/lli < œ-
Because of Euclidean invariance of the functional/(D) we can study/(B)(A(S0 ®/)).

We prove the following more general result :

Lemma 4.6: Let (x, £„ be arbitrary complex numbers in the strip Ex := {£||Im £| <
1}. Suppose that K-Çjfj_x |||/(|||i>00) < 1, where K is the constant defined in Estimate II
(2.17), Sub-section 2.2.

TAe«/(D)(2 "=i (Jft ® 8,t)) is analytic in (x,..., £„ on the domain Hi"and continuous
in the variables tx, tn. Moreover

f :»)( 2 (i(fi ® 8U)\ < exp[# 2 Ml lll/<llk.)] (4.18)

on2f.
Proof: Vet 2/2 Ss max |*,| + 1 and let

i l n

£(*)
Irl < X

<Kf(*)<l,fisC"; V (x):=£(x-t).
0, \x\^l

Vet x'm(x) '¦= Xm(x — t) where ym is defined in (4.10). Obviously

\\xUH\i < 1. suppôt) £ M/2,112], xm't'1 -* Sti

on C(R), as m -> œ, for all 2=1, ».
Suppose that K-(2t**i lll/.|||i,J < 1- Then by Estimate II, Sub-section 2.2

± {2 hit)<p<xU-£)} <Hi + k- (2 1/iWl)

Hence by Corollary 3.7 (and Theorem 3.10, Corollary 3.14)

/..<w(i £<(xsé"®/i)) </i.(0)(* iim m*" ®/i))

(4.19)

< exp

Now by Theorem 4.2 and (4.20)

[«(iiimcim/,!!!,..)]. (4.20)

/<w(jiiCiefi,i*®/i))=iim/I.a>)(ic((Xi'-f,'(8>/l)j.

Therefore/(D)(2?=i (Jxm£'' ® /.•)) is analytic in £x,...,£„, on the domain 27f and on this
domain

/cw Z £.06^*«®/.)) <exp|tf(i |Im £f| Ill/UK,^
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Now by (4.11), (4.12) and Corollary 4.5

/<w(i C(8„ ®/i)Ulim/(D)(/2 (i(xW®ft)) (4.21)
\i=i J m^°° \t=i J

uniformly in tx, tn on compact sets (because of uniform continuity of <32D)(/® 8t,

f ® 80) in t on compact sets). Therefore J(DJ2t=i (i(8tl ® ft)) is analytic on Èf and on
this domain

\Jcd.(Ï U8tt ®ftV) <exp[^(i |Im £,| Hl/Hk*)]. (4.22)

We now show continuity in tx, ...,t„.
By Euclidean invariance of the functionals /, JD

/«,(i UK ®/i))^/(ß)(i (Af ® 8tl,y

In order to establish continuity of the functions/(D) (2t=i d(ft ® St.)) in tx, ...,t„ ior
arbitrary, fixed (x, £„ in their domain of holomorphy Ef containing R" it suffices
to show that for arbitrary, real (x, £„

/(d>(2 Wi ® &,;)) ¦* /<«(£ &(/i ® 8.,))

as <j. -> ij, for/ =1, ...,n.
We use Duhamel's formula and the unitarity of the operators exp[i(i0(ft ® 8tj)],

for real (t, and conclude that

/«)(i c,(/, ® s,,-)) -/<«( i £<c/f ® «„))

*
4

2mi M(j\ S(2D)(/ ® (8r,- 8ti),fj ® (8tj-8t})).

Estimate (4.22) tells us that the vacuum ß(D) 7 is in the domain of the (time 0-)
fields 9(D)(/j) 0(ft ® 80), 2 1, n. As in step 1° of the proof of Theorem 4.4 we

may show now that the two-point functions S(2D)(/j ® 8,-,fj ® S,j) are jointly continuous

in tj and tj i,j=l, n. Thus

&2D}(ft®(8u-8,-),fJ®(8,J-8,i)

tends to 0 as tm -> £m for all m 1, «. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Q.E.D.

Remark: Estimates I and IV of Sub-section 2.2 imply that for/and g in SC(U) the
family

{<Z'2(D>(f ®8t,g ® 80) =(Qt.(D),9(DJf)exp[-ltlH,ADJ9lDJg)Qi,m)},<a
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of two-point functions is equicontinuous in t e U. Therefore

/(D)( 2 ft ® 8,\ lim/MD)(2 ft ® 8,\
\t=l '-»co \i=l /

for/!,...,/„ in SCJU).
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.

Theorem 4.7 (second main result):

(I) The vacuum ß(0) / in the Hilbert space ACV is an analytic vector for the sharp
time fields 0(f ® 8t) for arbitrary t and all f with |||/|||J>00 < oo. In particular ß(D) is
analytic for cp(DJf) if 11|/| | |li00 < oo.

(27) Letfx,.. .,fm be test functions with \ | |/j| | |1>co < oo, i 1,..., m. Then the m-point
Schwinger function

©(mß,(/. ®S„ fm®8tJ

(ß(D).9(D)(/i)exp[- |<1-i!2|2/(D)]-..exp[-|/m_1-/m|2y(D)]9(D,(/m)ß(D))

exists, is analytic in sx tx — t2, sm_x tm_x — tm on {<jsx, sm_1>|Re s, A 0, i 1,

m} and continuous in tx, tm on Rm. Furthermore

\®T(fi ® 8h,.. .jm ® 8,ji < o(ir mi n
i-l

Proof: Clearly

/.Uli,«-

©<mD,(/i®Stl,...,/ra®8rJ
d(x...d(m

(~i)mf ID)(i uf ® «„))
£,- Zrn-O-

Applying Lemma 3.2 and using the analyticity of JIDJ2T-i (lift ® 8,1) in £r--£m
the theorem follows easily.

The analyticity properties of the Schwinger function SS^V/i ® 8, ,...,fm ® 8,J
in sx, sm_x is a standard result, given Estimate II or IV.

Q.E.D.

Remark: Assume that the hypotheses of Theorems 3.12 and 4.2(111) hold, i.e.
that the polynomial P is such that the Cluster Expansion of Ref. [24] converges. Let
fx, ...,/„ be real functions on R1 with

supp/, <=
T T

2'2 i 1, n and ff(i|||/|||,..)<l.

Then the estimates of Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 hold already on the level of space-
time cutoff generating functionals and Schwinger function.

Let l^ l0> TJet (for some finite /0) and T > xl, where the number a is such as in
Theorem 3.12. Let t, e (-l0/2,l0/2) and £, e Ex, i 1, n. Then

fAj(ÏUK®fi)) < 0(1) *'«exp[tf(ijlm £,1111/111^) (4.23)
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uniformly in / and T. Also, bounds on the space-time cutoff, sharp-space Schwinger
functions similar to the ones of Theorem 4.7(11) hold and are uniform in 2 ^ 20 and T ^
x-l.

Straightforward generalizations of these bounds based on Estimates I and II
of Sub-section 2.2 and results of Dimock [35] now imply that the sharp-time Schwinger
functions

&mD)ifi®8,.,...,fm®8tm)

have a perturbation expansion in the coupling constant A defined in (4.2) which is

asymptotic to the exact solution at A 0. (See Ref. [35] and Part II of this paper, and
Ref. [29] for applications of this result.)

4.3. Verification of the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms for P(cp)2 models under condition (C2)

In this sub-section we verify the axioms proposed by Osterwalder and Schrader
[3,5] in the form of axioms (E0')-(E3) of Ref. [5] and hence, afortiori, Ref. [5], the Wight-
man axioms (up to the uniqueness of the physical vacuum) for the P(9)2 models with
half-Dirichlet boundary conditions under condition (C2). Those axioms were verified
for the P(9)2 models under condition (CI) in Ref. [5].

First we briefly outline what the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms for one neutral,
scalar Bose field in two space-time dimensions (axioms (E0')-(E3) of Ref. [5]) are.
These axioms are formulated in terms of the Schwinger functions {Sm}m=o:

Axiom (EO') is a distribution property for the Schwinger functions formulated
below.

Axiom (El) says that the Schwinger functions ought to be Euclidean invariant.
Axiom (E2) is the Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition: For all finite sequences

fo,..-,fN of test-functions/, e SC(U2A) [3, 5]

2 <Sn+m(Vn®fn,)>0 (4-24)
n,m=0

where Sfjxx,tx,...,x„,tj =/(*,,-t,,...,x„,-tj.
Finally, axiom (E3) says that the Schwinger functions are symmetric in the space-

time arguments.
From our results in Sub-section 3.5 (Corollaries 3.14, 3.14') and from Theorem 4.2

and Corollary 4.3 we know that axioms (El), (E2) and (E3) hold for the P(9)2 models
with half-Dirichlet boundary conditions under condition (C2) in the infinite volume
limit. Among the axioms (E1)-(E3) the only axiom which is not quite obvious is (E2).
This axiom holds for the Schwinger functions {8^D}™=0 and {Sf'D};=o Ior all/ < co

and hence it is true in the limit I œ.

It follows from the existence of a positive, s.a. quantum field Hamiltonian (Ht D,

HAf D, respectively). More details concerning the verification of axiom (E2) are given
in Ref. [29].

We can now formulate axiom (EO'). Since the Schwinger functions Si?')^,...,
£m) are Euclidean- (in particular translation-) invariant, there are distributions SmDAi

(Vi-
• • -,qm-i), ?> ii+i - ei, such that

^mDJjqx qm_J &mD>(èx,..., L), S0D) Sy»(ß, Si?> 1. (4.25)
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Axiom (EO') in the form of Ref. [5] requires that

\S(aD2Jhi,...,hm_i)\<K»(m\)t- n\h,\y. (4.26)
t=i

for some constants K0, L and a Schwartz space norm \-\y which are independent of m.

Theorem 4.8 (third main result): Let

|AU:=sup|(l + |<7|2)1+eÀ(<7)|, (4.27)
«eR2

for some positive e. With this Schwartz space norm there exists a positive, finite constant K0
such that

m-l
\SS-l(h1,...,hM_l)\^KS(tnl)3 n \K\s» (4-28)

where (S°_1}^: x are the Schwinger functions of a P(9)2 model under condition (C2)
in the infinite volume limit, i.e. axiom (EO') (4.26) holds with L 3 and \ ¦ \9, as in (4.27).

Proof: Let {A} be a covering of R2 by unit squares centered at the points <»',/> e R2,

({yj|/1 e {A}} is a partition of I). Given two squares Aa, Ab we define

Aa + Ab {q\q qa + q„, qa e A„, qb e A J.

Vet Xa0+ + aj be the characteristic function of the set A0 + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Aj. Then

l|v„0+... + «J1 (/+l)2> where A, e {A}. (4.29)

From Proposition 3.15, Sub-section 3.5 and from Theorem 4.2, Sub-section 4.1 we know
that

/'(2&^.J|<«p[if(21|ImW(.--rl)')].

provided K[^~o\lm (,\(i + 1)] < 1, where K is the constant determined by Estimate
II of Sub-section 2.2.

Hence, by the Cauchy integral formula

\<Sm(XAo Xs-.J|<(Ä')"»»!n||Xv« Jl- (4-30)
^1-0^1 i=0 ¦"1-0 dI

Now

h= I h-XA- (4.31)
de{A}

Let A0 he the unit square centered at <0,0>. Clearly

J«Pfr*(0-l.
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We now use (4.29), (4.30) and (4.31) and the first Griffiths inequality Sgfo,.
^0 (which is true under condition (C2)) to estimateSD_](h,,...,hm_J.

SS-i(hi,...,hm_J

/m-l
m-l

O d2èj^Dm(îo,.-Am-l)XA0(èo) Il *,(*, " ti-l)XA.Hl ~ 6-l)-

305

-Im)

i l m

But

<X.0^)riXyJ (6)I*JXz° /=1 -^i-o^ii-l

and therefore

- m—1 m—1

ni2^e°& iM-i)x.„(io) n*i(f.-fi-i)x^(fi-fi-J j=0 i-l

< ©S(x^„. • • -xS|j_fv ¦ • -xsr=-.^) n !lÂiX^,lcc

m-l
^ (*:')»»..(»..)* n ||*iX^|„ by (4.29), (4.30).

i l

With the definition (4.27) of | • |y we now get

\Sm_Jh,,...,hm_x)\^(KY(miyi\\hA
1=1

x 2 na+EdistfO.J/)]2)-1-
V 1=1,...m-l

m-l
^KS-(m!)3n|Ä(U,

for some 2^0 < oo. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.8.

Q.E.D.

We have now completed the verification of the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [5].
It is shown in Ref. [5] that axioms (E0')-(E3) are sufficient for the reconstruction of
relativistic quantum fields which satisfy the Wightman axioms (up to the uniqueness
of the physical vacuum).

I thank Professor K. Osterwalder for suggesting to me the problems solved in this
subsection.

For more detailed results concerning the quantum fields of the P(9)2 models
under conditions (Cl), (C2) and other axioms, see Ref. [29].
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